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revenue The total amount of income provided by selling goods or services.

glossary of terms

Income Total earnings from doing work, from investments and other receipts.

net profits Revenue minus expenses incurred after tax.

Wealth The total value of assets owned by someone.

excess profits Surplus income earned above what would be necessary to keep the resource in its 
current use.

windfall or crisis profits Extra profits earned primarily as a result of an event or circumstances. 
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executive summary

It was a tough start to the decade for most. First came an unprecedented pandemic causing 
immeasurable suffering; then the Russian invasion of Ukraine, its ripple effects helping to fuel global 
inflation and sparking a cost-of-living crisis. Even in relatively wealthy countries like Australia, millions 
of people have been pushed to the brink by rising prices of food, energy and unaffordable housing.1

In stark contrast, it has been a bonanza for some of Australia’s biggest corporations, who have amassed staggering profits – 
not in spite of, but because they cashed in on volatile global conditions.

Oxfam compared the 2021-2022 and 2022-2023 net profits of the top 500 Australian corporations with their average profits 
made between 2017-2018 and 2020-2021. We find they raked in $98 billion in additional windfall profits, or ‘crisis profits’,  
that they wouldn’t have made under normal circumstances. Oxfam believes making billions during and off-the-back of 
overlapping crises is corporate profiteering.

These profits are part of a wider crisis-fuelled inequality story, where billionaires were able to increase their wealth and boost 
their bank balances while the rest of us endured rising costs of living. 
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WOOLWORTHS
crisis profits: $5.64 billion in 2022.

ceo wage: Outgoing CEO Brad Banducci was paid $8.6 million in 2023.2 

HANCOCK PROSPECTING
crisis profits: $1.195 billion in 2022 and $421.4 million in 2023.

billionaire owner: Gina Rinehart has been Australia’s richest person five years in a row, 
recording a net wealth of $40.6 billion in 2024, up 8.5% from 2020.3

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK
crisis profits: $1.1 billion in 2022 and $1.6 billion in 2023.

ceo wage: Former CEO Ross McEwan was paid a total of $6.2 million in 2023.4 

AGL ENERGY
crisis profits: $429.2 million in 2023.

ceo wage: CEO Damien Nicks was remunerated $1.8 million in 2023.5 

billionaire majority stakeholder: Mike Cannon-Brookes through his investment vehicle 
Grok Ventures, holds a 10.41% majority stake in AGL, which he purchased in an attempt to 
improve its climate policy.6

HARVEY NORMAN
crisis profits: $181.6 million in 2022.

ceo wage: CEO Katie Page, Gerry Harvey’s wife, received $5.6 million at the end of 2023  
in take-home pay.7 Gerry Harvey, as Executive Chairman received $1.5 million in take-home 
pay, and together, the couple recorded a net wealth of $3.39 billion in 2024.8 

billionaire majority stakeholder: Gerry Harvey is the company’s largest shareholder, with a 31.6% stake.9 
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This report details how the mining, finance and supermarket and grocery sectors 
fared particularly well during this time of turmoil, together making tens of billions 
of dollars in crisis profits.10 Many sectors and specific corporations are now facing 
intense scrutiny, with inquiries finding that often due to a lack of competition, they 
were able to increase their profit margins and price gouge to the detriment of everyday 
Australians to increase their excessive profit.11 

12As a result of intersecting global crises, corporate crisis profiteering and poor government 
policy, economic inequality is skyrocketing. Globally, five billion people are poorer since 
2020, while billionaire wealth has boomed with the richest five men in the world doubling 
their fortunes.13 At current rates, we could have our first trillionaire in 10 years, yet we’re 
230 years away from eliminating poverty.14 

It’s a similar picture here in Australia. In 2022-2023, the richest 10% of households 
held 44% of all wealth in Australia, while Australian billionaires have done particularly 
well of late, increasing their wealth by 70.5%, or $120 billion since 2020.15 

In that same time, the wealth of the three richest Australians, Gina 
Rinehart, Andrew Forrest and Harry Triguboff, has more than doubled 
since 2020 at a staggering rate of $1.5 million per hour.16 If someone 
worked full-time on the current minimum wage, it would take them 33 
years to make the same amount these super rich Australians made in 
one hour.17 

Australians are growing increasingly alarmed about this widening gulf. 76% of voters 
reported their concern about the growing gap in wealth and income ‘between most 
Australians and the very rich’ in an Oxfam commissioned YouGov poll. 

Australia is one of the lowest taxing OECD countries, and the government’s budget is 
stretched with increasing and competing demands for limited resources.18 The system is 
broken and requires urgent attention to address the growing inequality. In addition to sorely 
needed reform of corporate competition laws, a tax on the crisis profits of corporations 
would be a disincentive to price gouging and boost the budget when crisis hits. 

Oxfam analysis has found that if the government had taxed the crisis profits of the top 
500 Australian corporations at a rate of 90%, the Australian Government would have 
raised $88 billion over 2021-2023. 

This revenue could have contributed to the cost of responding to the twin crises of the 
early 2020s and alleviating poverty. It could have paid for the $47.9 billion in increased 
costs to the healthcare system from COVID-19, the $20 billion coronavirus supplement 
to income support (which lifted three million people out of poverty),19 and the $3 billion 
in energy bill relief. It also could have doubled our aid budget to around $9.8 billion for 
two years, and still left $7 billion for much-needed investment in social housing. 

Taxes on extraordinary profits made during crises are not new or radical. They have 
long been implemented by governments of all shades after war and crisis, with various 
jurisdictions in the UK and the EU currently implementing them in response to recent crises.

Australia’s tax system has fundamental flaws. Loopholes in the system mean that 
the wealthiest corporations and billionaires are taxed less than the average working 
Australian. The EU Tax Observatory found that globally, billionaires, often the CEOs, Chairs 
or majority stakeholders in some of the world’s biggest corporations, have effective tax 
rates ranging from 0 to 0.5% of their wealth.20 OECD countries have only been able to 
agree to a 15% global minimum tax rate on multinational corporations to tackle corporate 
tax avoidance.21 Meanwhile a nurse risking her life working on a COVID-19 ward pays a 
marginal tax rate of 34.5% (including the 2% Medicare Levy).22 These inequitable tax rates 
have been a key factor in the creation of our runaway inequality in recent decades. 

76% OF 
AUSTRALIANS 
CONCERNED OR 
VERY CONCERNED 
ABOUT THE 
GROWING GAP 
IN WEALTH AND 
INCOME BETWEEN 
MOST AUSTRALIANS 
AND THE VERY RICH.

YOUGOV POLLING,  
MARCH 202423 

IF THE 
GOVERNMENT 
HAD TAXED THE 
CRISIS PROFITS 
OF THE TOP 500 
AUSTRALIAN 
CORPORATIONS AT 
A RATE OF 90%, 
THE AUSTRALIAN 
GOVERNMENT 
WOULD HAVE 
RAISED $88 
BILLION OVER 
2021-2023.

80% OF 
AUSTRALIANS 
BELIEVE IT IS NOT 
FAIR TO ALLOW TAX 
LOOPHOLES FOR 
BIG CORPORATIONS.

68% OF 
AUSTRALIANS 
SUPPORT A CRISIS 
PROFITS TAX ON 
BIG CORPORATIONS.

YOUGOV POLLING,  
MARCH 2024
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
• The Australian Government sets up a public consultation on solutions to excessive corporate profits, 

including crisis windfall profit tax and excess (super) profit tax options for all sectors and for specific 
sectors, with recommendations for tax reform.

• The Australian Government uses money raised from crisis and super profit taxes to address the growing 
inequality in Australia and in our region by:

• permanently increasing income support payments to at least $80 per day, bringing them above the 
poverty line

• addressing the impacts of crises on essential services, such as public health services,  public housing 
services, and supporting households

• increasing international aid and humanitarian relief to help reduce the impacts of the crises on people 
living in extreme poverty and ensure they have access to life-saving measures, such as vaccines, food, 
housing and energy.

Oxfam-commissioned polling has found that 80% of Australians believe it is not fair to allow tax loopholes for big corporations 
and 68% support a crisis profits tax on big corporations. 

A crisis profits tax would not be a silver bullet, but it could be part of a suite of measures to tackle growing inequality and 
adequately respond to crises as they arise. Big corporations are at the heart of our inequality problem, whether it be through 
price gouging practices, market concentration, low wages, tax minimisation, or driving increased inflation through their super 
profits. It’s only fair that they are also at the core of the solution.
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introduction

GROWING INEQUALITY AND THE NEW ERA OF CRISIS
Inequality and poverty, in Australia and globally, have been growing over recent decades. This is not a normal or natural 
situation. Instead, it is the result of neo-liberal policy decisions, which have been putting wealth accumulation and profits 
over people for years. The policy environment of the last couple of decades has enabled an almost unfettered concentration 
of markets and key industries, monopolised by a small number of national and multinational corporations, alongside a 
pernicious push for public services to be privatised and lower wages for workers.24 All the while, corporate interests tactically 
lobby governments, give political donations and launch attack campaigns when governments propose revenue-raising 
measures that might impact their bottom line. This together with a lack of political will and international coordination on 
taxation have resulted a race to the bottom on corporate tax, with rates pushed lower and corporations exploiting loopholes 
to reduce their tax liability.25 

The back-to-back crises of the COVID-19 pandemic and the Russian war on Ukraine, have supercharged the detrimental 
consequences of this policy approach. Now, we are left with an obscene situation where billionaires and corporations are 
rapidly increasing their profits and wealth, while poverty is simultaneously increasing. Inequality has ballooned because 
corporations have taken advantage of the crisis conditions and supply chain disruptions to price gouge and boost their 
profits. These crises caused increases in the costs of food, energy and other basic goods and services, particularly impacting 
people on low incomes.26 Climate change impacts and disasters are further impacting this volatile situation. Most Australians 
will remember when the combination of floods in South East Queensland in 2022, COVID-19 lockdown conditions and supply 
chain impacts from the war on Ukraine resulted in a head of iceberg lettuce costing $11.99.27 Such shocks can be expected to 
continue in the coming years and decades as we enter an era of poly-crisis.28 

Despite being one of the wealthiest countries in the world, poverty remains prevalent in Australia.29 More than 3.3 million people live 
in poverty, including 761,000 children.30 Income (the money people get from work or investments) is unevenly distributed in Australia. 
The gap between the lowest and highest household incomes has been continuing to widen, with the richest 10%, capturing almost 
half (45%) of the overall increase in wealth between 2003-2022.31 In 2022-2023 the highest 10% of household earners (with an 
average after-tax income of $5,200 per week) had seven times that of the lowest 20% ($800).32 

Wealth (the assets that people own) is also unequally distributed. The highest 10% of households in 2022-2023 held 44% 
of all wealth in Australia, possessing an average wealth of $5.2 million. This is almost 127 times the average wealth of the 
poorest 20%, who have an average wealth of just $41,000.33 

This growing inequality is most acute in relation to extreme wealth accumulation. Oxfam research shows that between 2020 and 
2023, the wealth of the three richest Australians, Gina Rinehart, Andrew Forrest and Harry Triguboff, has more than doubled at a 
staggering rate of $1.5 million per hour.34 Australian billionaires increased their wealth by 70.5%, or $120 billion between 2020 and 
2023.35 This is part of a global trend where billionaires are now USD$3.3 trillion or 34% richer than they were at the beginning of this 
decade, with their wealth growing three times as fast as the rate of inflation. Meanwhile, five billion people globally are poorer as a 
result of the crises. At current rates, we could have our first trillionaire in 10 years, yet poverty is 230 years away from elimination.36 

As the extremely wealthy get richer, more and more everyday Australians are struggling to feed and house themselves. While 
JobSeeker, the Coronavirus Supplement and other income support increases during the height of the COVID-19 crisis brought 
many people above the poverty line, the removal of this supplement in April 2022 left many without enough to cover basic costs.37 
In Australia, 3.7 million households experienced food insecurity from July 2022 to July 2023, which is more than the number of 
households in Sydney and Melbourne combined.38 The number of Australians in or at risk of housing stress are at all-time highs. More 
than 1.5 million Australians reporting they were ‘at risk’ of mortgage stress.39 Meanwhile, 0.6% of rental homes are affordable for a 
person earning a full-time minimum wage, and none are affordable for a person on JobSeeker.40 On any given night, 122,494 people in 
Australia are experiencing homelessness, including many children. Altogether, this growing economic inequality, made worse by the 
housing affordability crisis, is creating a previously unseen and deep intergenerational inequality that threatens Australia’s values 
of egalitarianism and a fair go. Young people are being priced out of home ownership and the opportunity to own the key asset that 
forms the basis of wealth and security for most Australians. 

These inequalities are even greater when viewed between non-indigenous Australians and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
peoples. Indigenous adults have a median gross household weekly income 28% lower than non-indigenous adults,41 with 43% of 
indigenous adults reporting a gross weekly income of less than $500.42 One in five people experiencing homelessness are Aboriginal 
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and/or Torres Strait Islander people.43 The lack of progress in Closing the Gap identified by the Productivity Commission illustrates a 
failure in meaningful funding, a failure to transfer power to realise self-determination by First Nations people, and a failure to reform 
policies to address the systemic failures that discriminate against First Nations people.44 

In addition to income support payments being below the poverty line, low wages are also contributing to financial stress and 
poverty. Workers here and across the world have had their wages and purchasing power significantly set back, both by crisis 
and profit-fuelled inflation, and by corporations using their power to push wages down, or in some circumstances, engage 
directly in wage theft. Globally, Oxfam research found that 791 million workers have seen their wages fail to keep up with 
inflation and have lost USD$1.5 trillion over the last two years, equivalent to nearly a month (25 days) of lost wages for each 
worker.45 In Australia, in the 12 months to September 2023, household incomes slumped 6.1%, adjusted for inflation and for 
population, representing the sharpest fall in living standards recorded across measured OECD economies.46 

In an era of crisis, inequality has been supercharged. For everyday Australians and vulnerable communities, the new decade 
has meant decreasing real wages, rapidly rising costs of living and an increasingly uncertain future. On the other hand, mega-
corporations and the mega-wealthy have used these crises to create a bonanza for themselves. 

BUDGET SPENDING NEEDS AND THE CASE FOR NEW TAX REVENUE
To respond to low wages, the rising cost of living, and the impacts of crises, the government has increased spending on 
household support. The Coronavirus Supplement,47 JobKeeper and JobSeeker,48 increased spending on healthcare,49 energy 
rebates50 and other spending eased the impact of the COVID-19 and war on Ukraine supply chain crises and associated cost 
of living increases. However, persistent poverty in Australia illustrates that spending has not only been poorly prioritised in 
certain areas, it has also been insufficient. Structural problems and shortfalls in the Budget will remain in the future if we 
don’t implement measures to bolster tax revenue now. 

While we have budgetary surpluses in the short-term, over the long term the Intergenerational Report 2023 forecasts that the 
Budget will struggle to keep up with needs of the community, particularly in health, aged care, the National Disability Insurance 
Scheme and debt interest payments.51 Slower economic growth is predicted in the next 40 years, and with government spending 
on these items expected to grow from around one-third to around one-half of all government spending by 2063, there will be extra 
pressure on the Budget and the tax revenue base.52 The Budget is projected to be in deficit for the next 40 years at least53 and 
government debts will increase, projected to reach 32.1% of GDP by 2062–2063.54 For future governments, this means higher interest 
burdens and less fiscal space to fund essential services and address increasing intergenerational inequality.55 

The failure of the Budget to keep up with community needs is linked to our status as one of the lowest taxing countries in 
the OECD.56 Australia’s tax-to-GDP ratio of 29.5%, compared with the OECD average of 34% in 2022, places us at 30th out of 
36 OECD countries (Figure 1).57 Without new measures, we are going to struggle to keep up with the required spending for 
essential services and poverty alleviation for generations to come.

Figure 1: Tax-to-GDP ratio of countries in the OECD, 2022

Source: OECD
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It is clear that urgent and meaningful intervention is required in our tax and transfer system to address this growing inequality and 
the deep structural flaws in our economy that enable it. Tax reforms must focus on areas where the big profits are being made at the 
expense of everyday people and the sustainability of our environment. With increased tax revenue, the government can increase 
investment in public services that ensure everyone can have a decent life: free childcare and education; high quality, affordable 
social housing; income support above the poverty line; a world class health system; environmental conservation and biodiversity 
recovery; rapid transition to renewable energy; and overseas aid and humanitarian support.

CORPORATIONS CASHING IN ON CRISIS
During the COVID-19 crisis and Russia’s war on Ukraine, a small number of big corporations have been making huge profits, 
while the vast majority of people have been suffering with rises in the costs of energy, food and other costs of living.58 

The share of national income going to profits reached an all-time high of 33.4% in June 2022, nearly bested by another high 
of 32.4% in March 2023.59 These shares represent the highest percentages in Australian history and even higher than 2020 
when profits were temporarily boosted by JobKeeper payments and other business subsidies.60 While everyday Australians 
were paying more for food,61 saw their power bills go up by 20-30%,62 and their rental costs skyrocket,63 many corporations 
continued to post bumper profit earnings. Commonwealth Bank posted $5 billion half-yearly cash profit in February this year, 
almost matching its record six-month profit recorded a year earlier.64 Scrutiny has been placed on Coles and Woolworths, with 
increased media reporting and a parliamentary inquiry after each posted profits exceeding $1 billion last year.65 Prices for 
coal, oil, gas and critical minerals all soared after the Russian war on Ukraine, producing huge returns for Australian miners. 
According to the Australia Institute, Australian coal companies made an extra $39 billion to $45 billion as a direct result of 
the war by the end of 2022.66 Australian gas companies have also been able to make $26 billion to $40 billion in gains off the 
back of the war alone.67 On critical minerals, Australian miners continue to ride the surging global demand for iron ore, lithium, 
cobalt titanium, graphite and others, many of which saw their prices rise during the COVID period and after Russia’s invasion 
of Ukraine.68 Iron-ore exports alone were worth $133 billion in 2021–22.69 

These super profits have been made possible in large part because Australia’s industries are highly concentrated, with a 
smaller number of corporations continuing to wield extraordinary influence over governments, economies and the lives 
of workers and ordinary people. Australia is riddled with non-competitive markets, locking consumers into a limited set of 
providers and retailers. Almost 60% of domestic airline passengers travel with Qantas Group airlines (Qantas and Jetstar), and 
Coles and Woolworths have almost 65% of the supermarket market share.70 The Big Four banks – ANZ, CBA, NAB and Westpac 
– control 77% of the Australian banking sector and hold about $1 trillion in Australian household deposits, which is about 73% 
of all deposits.71 The Allan Fels inquiry into price gouging and unfair pricing practices found that market power and a lack of 
competition is a contributing factor to higher prices for everyday Australians.72

Further, corporations making super profits deliver financial benefits to wealthy shareholders, including their billionaire majority 
shareholders and owners. Oxfam found that for every USD$100 of profit generated by 96 major corporations internationally between 
July 2022 and June 2023, US$82 was returned to shareholders in the form of stock buybacks and dividends.73 In Australia, dividend 
payments to shareholders from corporate investments grew six times faster than worker pay between 2020 and 2023.74 Mineral 
billionaire Clive Palmer reaped $700 million just in dividends in 2023.75 Furniture businessman and entrepreneur Gerry Harvey was 
personally entitled to $23.5 million of the $74.7 million dividends paid out by Harvey Norman in 2021.76 Looking at the 50 biggest 
public corporations in the world, Oxfam research found that billionaires were either the principal shareholder or the CEO of 34%.77 
Some of Australia’s biggest companies are also headed by billionaires including Australia’s richest citizen Gina Rinehart, Fortescue 
Metals Executive Chairman and former CEO Andrew ‘Twiggy’ Forrest, Atlassian CEO and principal shareholder of AGL Energy Mike 
Cannon-Brookes, and the aforementioned Gerry Harvey. 

This era of super profits at times of crisis is fuelling a profit-price spiral. In an environment where the average real wage is 
the same now as it was in 2011,78 and record levels of inflation have eroded the purchasing power of workers’ wages, profits 
have overwhelmingly contributed to inflation across the world. OECD research, looking at the GDP of 15 countries, found that 
corporate profits have been the main driver of inflation since 2019.79 In Australia, corporate profits made in 2022 on top of 
higher expenses, together with new profits generated by growth in real economic output, accounted for 69% of additional 
inflation beyond the RBA’s target.80 Without the inclusion of those extra profits in final prices for Australian-made goods and 
services, inflation since the pandemic would have averaged 2.7% per year, barely half of the 5.2% annual average actually 
recorded since the end of 2019.81 The Allan Fels’ Inquiry into price gouging and unfair pricing practices found that a mixture 
of corporate profit-led inflation, unfair pricing practices, increasing market concentration and lack of regulation has led to 
higher prices for everyday Australians who have no choice but to pay them.82

Super profits in times of crisis, enabled by a lack of competition, means more for the wealthy few, with the cascading effect of 
these profits causing higher inflation. This in turn is causing even higher prices, particularly impacting people on lower wages who 
spend a higher proportion of their income on basic goods and services. Add the losses in real wages in Australia and it’s no wonder 
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people are doing it tough and feeling ripped off by an unfair system. No matter which way you consider it, whether it be through price 
gouging practices, market concentration, tax minimisation, low wages or driving increased inflation through their super profits, big 
corporations are at the heart of the inequality problem. They must also be at the core of the solution.

THE RESPONSE TO CORPORATE PROFITEERING 
In response to community outrage over the price increases for basic goods and services in recent years, the Senate 
established a select committee to inquire into the cost of living.83 The Australian Council of Trade Unions also commissioned 
an inquiry into price gouging and unfair pricing practices led by former chair of the Australian Competition and Consumer 
Commission Professor, Allan Fels AO.84 The damning findings of the Fels Inquiry came out while the Senate was also leading 
an Inquiry into Supermarket Prices.85 The Australian Government has also responded by directing the ACCC to examine prices 
and competition in the supermarket sector.86 It’s critically important that our competition laws are reformed in response to the 
findings of these inquiries, but that’s not the only tool we have to manage this problem. 

In Australia, the possible tax solutions to the problem of corporate profiteering have been missing from public discourse 
and these multiple inquiries. In Europe, EU energy ministers agreed to a Council Regulation for a ‘Solidarity Contribution’ 
in September 2022, implementing windfall profit taxes on oil and gas companies in response to the spike in energy prices 
associated with Russia’s war on Ukraine.87 While many EU member countries implemented windfall profits taxes, no such 
debate occurred in Australia. This paper seeks to address that gap, by outlining the case for a crisis windfall profits tax in 
Australia in response to crisis profiteering.

WINDFALL PROFITS AND CRISIS PROFITS TAXES
The earning of extraordinary corporate profits is a widely understood and observed phenomena. It is captured in the concept 
of ‘economic rent’, and the related concept of ‘excess profits’, defined as the profits over and above the average expected 
after the costs of labour and capital are taken into account.88 It is essentially the surplus income earned above what is 
necessary to keep the resource in its current use and can occur in normal market conditions. 

When an unexpected event such as COVID-19 or the Russian war on Ukraine enables a corporation to increase the price of 
its goods or services, and/or obtain an unearned spike in profits due to the new circumstances, they earn windfall profits. 
In such circumstances, extra profits have not been earned because the company has made innovations that benefit their 
customers, but because the corporation has been lucky enough, or ruthless enough, to ride the wave caused by the 
cascading impacts of crises.89 We have defined ‘crisis profits’ as windfall profits made in the context of this new decade of 
overlapping crises: COVID-19, conflicts, political instability, accelerating climate change and the cost-of-living crisis. 

In this paper, Oxfam Australia will determine to what extent crisis profits have been made during and after the COVID-19 and 
Russian war on Ukraine crises and calculate what revenues would have been raised if a tax on these crisis profits had been 
implemented. In line with the methodology implemented by the EU and its member states for their windfall tax on fossil fuel 
corporations (the so-called ‘Solidarity Contribution’) in September 2022, we define crisis profits as those that are more than 
20% higher in FY2021-2022 and FY2022-2023 compared to the average profits between FY2017-2018 to FY2020-2021 (each 
financial year will hereby be referred to by the end year).90 Applied at a global scale, Oxfam’s Inequality Inc. report found that 
148 of the world’s biggest corporations made USD$700 billion in windfall profits in the 12 months leading up to June 2023.91 In 
this report, we apply this methodology to Australia’s 500 largest corporations to see if they participated in this global wave of 
crisis profiteering. For the purposes of this report, we consider making billions during and off-the-back of overlapping crises 
is corporate profiteering. We also investigate the scale of revenue a tax on these crisis profits would have raised, finding 
that it could help boost Australia’s budget and enable the government to invest more in essential services and support to 
households to cope with the crises. By reducing corporate profits, a crisis profits tax would have helped reduce the spike 
in inequality that resulted from high corporate profits and the flow-on 70.5% increase ($120 billion) in billionaire wealth in 
Australia between 2020 and 2023.92 
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WINDFALL PROFITS AT A TIME OF CRISIS

The back-to-back crises of the new decade, which continue to put households under strain, have also 
produced massive windfall profits for some of Australia’s largest companies and wealthiest individuals.

Looking at the 500 largest Australian corporations, both revenues (the income a business generates through sales) and  
net profits (income minus expenses and tax) have seen overall increases from 2018 to 2023. However, there is evidence of  
a spike from 2020 onwards, coinciding with COVID-19 and Russia’s war on Ukraine, and the subsequent rise in prices of food, 
energy and other goods and services. 

From 2020 to 2021, the total revenues of Australia’s 500 largest corporations jumped by 21%, driven in large part by price 
rises. Total revenues have stayed consistently high, increasing to a record level of $1.75 trillion in 2023 (Figure 2). 

Looking at net profits reveals a starker story of crisis-fuelled gains. The total net profits of Australia’s 500 largest 
corporations surged by 144% from 2020 to 2021 and increased by another 29.61% in 2022 (Figure 3). These high profits 
demonstrate that, in large part, price rises were not driven by an increase in the source price of goods, but by corporations 
taking unscrupulous advantage of the conditions to demand higher prices and make excessive crisis profits.

These figures are not a full picture of all the corporations operating in Australia as they exclude the profits made by foreign 
multinationals and their subsidiaries operating in Australia. Thus, these figures represent a conservative estimate for all 
corporate revenues and profits made in Australia over the crisis period.

Figure 2: Total revenues of the 500 largest Australian corporations 2018-2023 ($ trillions)

Source: Oxfam calculations based on IBIS World data
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METHODOLOGY 
The research covers the 500 largest Australian companies by revenue in FY2022-2023, based on data provided 
by IBISWorld Australia.93 Our analysis looks at Australian-owned private and public companies. IBISWorld sources 
their Australian data from publicly available sources, such as company annual reports, the Australian Bureau of 
Statistics, sector-level data from industry federations and regulators, as well as real-world advice, feedback and 
updates on operating conditions from contacts in relevant industries. 

Crisis windfall profits were calculated for the 12 months preceding July 2022 and 12 months preceding July 2023 to 
capture the most recent, complete profits data.

We define crisis windfall profits as net profit (revenue minus expenses) exceeding 20% over the average profit 
from four baseline years: FY2017-18 to FY2020-2021. This approach is aligned with the EU’s Solidarity Contribution, 
which introduces a form of temporary windfall profits taxes on energy companies. We apply this model across all 
500 Australian companies and analyse windfall profits made by industry. 

We eliminated any company that did not have complete financial data from 2018 to 2023. We also eliminated any 
company that recorded an average loss in 2018-2021. Industrial sector calculations used categories provided on 
IBISWorld, themselves based on Australian and New Zealand Standard Industrial Classification (ANZSIC) codes.94  
All numbers are nominal, i.e., not adjusted for inflation.

Figure 3: Net profits of the 500 largest Australian corporations after tax 2018-2023 ($ billions)

Source: Oxfam calculations based on IBIS World data
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AUSTRALIAN 
CORPORATIONS 
MADE $98 BILLION 
EXTRA IN PROFIT 
THAN THEY 
NORMALLY WOULD 
HAVE IF THEY 
HAD NOT TAKEN 
ADVANTAGE OF 
CRISIS CONDITIONS. 

Having established the presence of a profits surge connected to the crises of the 
early 2020s, we now ask how much of those profits exceed previous average profit 
baselines and constitute excessive crisis-fuelled profits.

Using the methodology outlined on page 13, we find that Australian corporations were 
able to rake in crisis profits of $69.9 billion in 2022, and $28.4 billion in 2023. That 
is, Australian corporations made $98 billion extra in profit than they normally would 
have if they had not taken advantage of crisis conditions. This figure also allows for a 
buffer for company profits to increase, set at a generous 20% as per the EU Solidarity 
Contribution model. Even with this buffer, corporations have continued to earn above 
and beyond what would be considered ‘normal’ or ‘average’. 
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Figure 5: Top 10 crisis profits firms in 2023 ($ billions) 

Source: Oxfam calculations based on IBIS World data

Figure 4: Top 10 crisis profits firms in 2022 ($ billions)
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To be clear, Figures 4 and 5 are not stating overall profits, but the windfall profits made during the COVID-19 pandemic, Russia’s 
war on Ukraine and the ensuing high inflation environment that came as a result of excessive profits. These profits were accrued, 
in most part, as a result of the crisis circumstances, not because of innovation. In many cases, if there were any strategic actions 
taken by corporations to earn these figures, it was mostly to take advantage of crises, price gouge consumers and profiteer even 
more under the cover of crisis-fuelled inflation.95 

It must be noted that these are quite conservative estimates, given we excluded from analysis corporations that recorded a negative 
average profit for 2018-2021. This is despite many of these corporations posting high revenues during and after COVID and Russia’s 
war on Ukraine. Many companies engage in tax minimisation strategies, reducing their taxable income through clever accounting 
practices, recording losses against incomes, and making use of deductions to reduce profits on paper.96 The true extent of corporate 
crisis profits may be much higher than what has been found here.

Further, it is too early to tell whether these profit levels have peaked or when that might happen. Profit peaks as a result of crises 
may emerge quite late, as was seen in the case of Qantas. The embattled national carrier recorded a negative average net profit 
between 2018 and 2021, particularly due to major losses incurred in 2020 as a result of greatly reduced travel demand. Because of its 
negative average loss, it was excluded from analysis. However, in 2023 Qantas experienced a major spike in net profits of $1.7 billion, 
almost doubling its pre-pandemic profit levels.97 Qantas’ profits and pricing practices have also come under scrutiny in the Allan Fels’ 
Inquiry. As a result, Qantas may experience delayed crisis gains post-pandemic but will not be captured under our methodology.

CRISIS WINDFALL PROFITS BY SECTOR 
Several key sectors and corporations profited massively off the back of the crises in the early 2020s, translating global 
shocks, geopolitical tensions and outright conflict, supply shortages and a high inflationary environment into massive 
crisis gains for themselves and their shareholders. We explore some of the biggest sectoral winners below, and highlight 
representative corporate case studies, highlighting their individual crisis profits, some of the practices that helped them get 
there and their contribution to the wider inequality story.

Figure 6: Top 5 industries by crisis profits in 2022 ($ billions)

Source: Oxfam calculations based on IBIS World data
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The biggest windfall winners in Australia across 2022 and 2023 were mining corporations (Figures 6 and 7). While the 
COVID-19 pandemic initially saw drops and reduced growth in profits due to low demand and prices, commodity prices spiked 
in 2022 as a result of Russia’s war on Ukraine, with the conflict disrupting production and trade in key sectors including 
energy, fertilizers, grain and critical minerals.98 Off the back of surging iron ore prices, predominant iron ore miners including 
BHP and Hancock Prospecting, make up the majority of the $34 billion windfall made in 2022 (Figure 6) and the $5.7 billion 
windfall made in 2023 (Figure 7). BHP, in particular, made staggering excess profits, totalling $37.6 billion. Fossil fuel miners, 
particularly coal miners such as Whitehaven Coal and Stanmore Resources, as well as gas corporations such as Santos, have 
also made profits at record levels. Sharp rises were seen across coal, oil and gas prices as Russia’s war on Ukraine disrupted 
supply chains and governments paused or halted their plans to transition to net-zero emissions to bolster security of supply 
in the near-term.99 Off the back of this, Australian coal miners alone made $4.1 billion in crisis profits.

Closer to home, retailers have been able to make a killing from high prices at the height of the cost-of-living crisis, with 
supermarkets and grocery stores alone making $5.7 billion in windfall gains, more than coal, oil and gas miners in 2022. 
Woolworths, Harvey Norman, JB Hi-Fi and other retailers have recorded windfall profits for either one or both years.100 A 
notable absentee from our analysis is Coles Group, one half of Australia’s supermarket duopoly. Coles, formerly a subsidiary 
of retail giant Wesfarmers, split off from its parent company in 2018 and recorded a profit increase in 2019. As a result, Coles 
Group recorded a higher-than-normal average profit rate for 2018-2021 when compared to profits made in 2022 and 2023.101 
On other measures, it is clear that Coles has clearly profited off the back of the crisis conditions. In 2023, Coles recorded 
its highest revenues since its split from Wesfarmers, and posted profit margins of 5.3%, making more money per sale than 
counterparts in the UK and US.102 Corporate movements such as splits, mergers and acquisitions are not accounted for in our 
methodology and hence Coles is excluded from this analysis. 

The other big industry winner was the financial sector (Figures 6 and 7), primarily the banks and fund managers in Australia 
who have been able to profit massively off the back of the crisis. Australian banks have long been some of the most profitable 
in the world, but with inflation reaching new highs as a result of Russia’s war on Ukraine and shocks in global commodity 
markets and supply, banks have been able to make record gains off the back of high interest rates. Banks have passed on 
higher interest rates to borrowers in full, while passing on those rises at lower rates for depositors, increasing their net 
interest margins and creating higher profits.103 By the end of 2023, the Big Four banks posted a record $32 billion of profit.104 
According to our analysis, ANZ and NAB have led the pack, making $2.5 billion extra in crisis profits in 2023, third only to 
iron ore and coal miners. Again, our analysis does not include banking giants Westpac or Commonwealth Bank of Australia, 
whose recent record gains were earned in the context of consistently high profit levels, in part due to a lack of competition 
in the banking sector.105 Their recent gains are higher than they have ever been due to crisis-fuelled inflation but are not high 
enough to constitute a crisis profit as per our methodology. 

Figure 7: Top 5 industries by crisis profits in 2023 ($ billions)

Source: Oxfam calculations based on IBIS World data
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WOOLWORTHS 
CRISIS PROFITS: $5.6 billion in 2022 

CEO WAGE: Outgoing CEO Brad Banducci was paid $8.6 million in 2023106

The supermarket sector is highly concentrated, with Coles and Woolworths representing 
65.5% of market share.107 The supermarket sector had profit surges in response to 
two crises. Firstly, during COVID-19 the RBA highlighted the general increase in goods 
consumption, with people going out to the supermarket at high rates to buy groceries to cook homemade meals in 
lieu of restaurant visits, among other reasons.108 COVID-19-induced lockdowns and increased spending behaviours 
delivered Woolworths a 56% profit spike from 2019 to 2020.109 Secondly, the Fels Inquiry found that when Russia 
launched their full-scale invasion into Ukraine and inflation began to skyrocket, Woolworths increased its 
profit margins, using its market power to dictate low prices to farmers and suppliers, while not passing on the 
subsequent lower prices and input costs onto customers.110 Woolworths was also found to have misled customers 
with loyalty schemes and unclear ‘discounting.’111 Circumstance, combined with high pricing and increasing profit 
margins resulted in net profits exceeding almost $8 billion dollars in 2022 and $1.6 billion in 2023, and crisis profits 
of $5.6 billion in 2022 amid a cost-of-living crisis. Both Coles and Woolworths were cross-examined at the Senate 
Inquiry into Supermarket Prices112 and the Australian Government has directed the ACCC to examine prices and 
competition in the supermarket sector.113 

CASE STUDIES
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HANCOCK PROSPECTING 
CRISIS PROFITS: $1.2 billion in 2022 and $421.4 million in 2023 

BILLIONAIRE OWNER: Gina Rinehart has been Australia’s richest person five years  
in a row. She recorded a net wealth of $40.6 billion in 2024, up 41% from 2020.114 

Hancock Prospecting is a mining and agricultural business holding the title of Australia’s largest private corporation. It is 
run by Australia’s richest citizen, Gina Rinehart, inheriting the position from her father, founder Lang Hancock. Hancock 
Prospecting generates most of its income from iron ore, but also owns coal mines in the Galilee Basin in Queensland.115 
Hancock Prospecting has been riding the wave of high iron ore prices, surging after Russia’s war on Ukraine. These 
prices, and Hancock’s profits, are set to grow as global demand for critical minerals such as ‘green iron’ increase as the 
world transitions towards a net-zero economy.116 Adding to already voluminous wealth levels, Oxfam Australia research 
finds that Hancock Prospecting netted its billionaire chairwoman, the Hope Margaret Hancock Trust and its leadership 
team crisis profits in excess of $1.195 billion in 2022 and $421.4 million in 2023. 

CASE STUDIES

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK 
CRISIS PROFITS: $1.1 billion in 2022 and $1.6 billion in 2023. 

CEO WAGE: Former CEO Ross McEwan was paid a total of $6.2 million in 2023.117

Australia’s second largest lender, National Australia Bank has been able to ride the 
wave of the Reserve Bank’s 13 interest rate rises since May 2022, to enlarge its profit 
margins alongside its Big Four peers, while many people struggled with their increasing 
mortgage repayments.

Australia’s banking system is one of the most concentrated among advanced economies. The Allan Fels 
Inquiry found this has enabled the Big Four banks to increase their profit margins over the period that the 
Reserve Bank has been raising rates since May 2022.118 The increase in profit margins has enabled their profits 
to be higher through the entire period of the pandemic than they experienced on average in the 15 years before 
the pandemic.119

Oxfam calculates that NAB made an extra $2.7 billion in crisis profits, on top of ongoing high bank profits.
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HARVEY NORMAN 
CRISIS PROFITS: $181.6 million in 2022

CEO WAGE: CEO Katie Page, Gerry Harvey’s wife, received $5.6 million at the end 
of 2023 in take-home pay.125 Gerry Harvey, as Executive Chairman, received $1.5 
million in take-home pay. Together, the couple recorded a net wealth of $3.4 
billion in 2024 .126 

BILLIONAIRE MAJORITY STAKEHOLDER: Gerry Harvey is the company’s largest shareholder, with a 31.6% stake.127 

Harvey Norman, founded and led by Executive Chairman Gerry Harvey, is a major furniture and appliance retailer that 
was able to capitalise on increased demand during COVID-19 lockdowns and taxpayer subsidies for businesses 
struggling through the pandemic. People stuck at home spent their money on home entertainment items, 
appliances, furniture and home renovation goods in droves, with the RBA reporting retail sales for these categories 
being the strongest amongst all goods; in the June quarter of 2020, sales jumped by 20-30% when compared to 
the previous year.128 At the same time, the Australian Government responded to the economic downturn caused 
by COVID-19 by introducing a series of economic support packages, the single largest measure of which was 
JobKeeper, which provided a wage subsidy for businesses significantly affected by COVID-19.129 Harvey Norman 
benefitted from both situations, with record profits upwards of $800 million for 2021 and 2022, and $520 million in 
2023, as well as $22 million of tax-payer JobKeeper subsidies.130 Harvey Norman belatedly gave back $6 million in 
2021 due to public and Senate scrutiny.131 Oxfam Australia calculates that Harvey Norman made $181.6 million in 
crisis profits in 2022. 

AGL ENERGY 
CRISIS PROFITS: $429.2 million in 2022 

CEO WAGE: CEO Damien Nicks was remunerated $1.8 million in 2023120

BILLIONAIRE MAJORITY STAKEHOLDER: Mike Cannon-Brookes, through his investment 
vehicle Grok Ventures, holds an 11.3% majority stake in AGL.121

AGL posted record profits in the six months to December 2023, with a 400% profit increase off the 
back of higher prices to customers.122 This trend is true of many energy retailers, who have been 
able to post bumper profits, by using their market power to price-gouge Australian households, as well as passing 
on spikes in wholesale fossil fuel prices brought on by the Russian war on Ukraine. The Fels Inquiry cited electricity 
supply as a sector rife with price gouging, with AGL highlighted as a key culprit.123 The Inquiry found that AGL was 
charging households $60.1 per MWh more than its business customers after accounting for network costs and other 
differentials.124 Oxfam research finds that practices like this, explicitly contributing to bill shock and increased stress on 
families and households, have been able to, in part, net AGL an extra $429.2 million in crisis profits in 2022. 

CASE STUDIES
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WINDFALL PROFITS TAXES:
PAST AND PRESENT

Windfall or excess profits taxes are not new and have a long history of implementation, with a 
proliferation of windfall profit taxes being implemented across Europe in recent years. 

One of the earliest excess profit taxes in Europe was adopted in Denmark in 1915. It was popularly known as the Gulasch tax 
(stew tax) in reference to food exporters who were granted an exceptional permit to trade with Germany.132 It was based on the 
average profitability of the three years before World War I or a 5% allowance for assets.133 This Danish excess profit tax had a 
progressive rate structure ranging from 8 to 20%.134 

The US also made use of windfall or excess profits taxes to transfer revenues made by investors and corporations back to 
public treasuries. During and after World I, World War II and the Korean War, the US issued excess profits taxes on corporations 
that took advantage of global crises in order to make inflated profits.135 While these excess profits taxes offered ways for 
corporations to lower their taxable obligations, on balance they were deemed to be effective and necessary.136 

In the UK, windfall profits have regularly been levied. Aside from the levies and taxes after World War I and World War II, 
Margaret Thatcher’s conservative government notably issued multiple taxes on windfall gains. In 1981, her government levied 
a one-off 2.5% tax on the banks’ non-interest-bearing current account deposits, which had been making vast profits off 
the back of high interest rates set in response to the high inflation-high debt environment.137 Raising a modest £400m at the 
time, it was equivalent to around a fifth of bank profits in those 12 months.138 In 1997, New Labour under Tony Blair introduced 
a one-time windfall tax on utilities deemed to have benefited from their privatisation by being sold off too cheaply and 
regulated too lightly, raising around £5 billion.139 

In more recent history, the cost-of-living crisis has pushed windfall and excess profit taxes back onto the agenda, UN Secretary 
General Antonio Gueterres opened the meeting of the UN General Assembly in September 2022 by calling upon developed 
countries to impose windfall taxes on fossil fuel corporations who profited off the back of the worldwide energy crisis resulting 
from the Russian war on Ukraine.140 In the same month, the European Commission proposed a temporary “solidarity contribution”, 
a windfall tax levied at a rate of at least 33% on excess profits from defined activities in the fossil fuel sector.141 This tax would be 
levied on profits made in 2022 and/or 2023 above a 20% increase of the average taxable profits generated in the four fiscal years 
starting on or after 1 January 2018.142 A number of EU countries have implemented this tax model to offset rising energy prices 
and many have gone beyond the initial directive focusing on the oil and gas sectors. 

Romania and Greece introduced windfall profit taxes on energy corporations by the end of 2022. Romania approved a rate of 
60% on taxable profits in 2022-2023 that were 20% or more than the average profit for the 2018-2021 period.143 Greece set a 
90% tax rate applied retroactively, alongside a cap on power prices.144 

Italy implemented a 40% windfall profits tax on banks’ ‘extra profits’ from higher interest rates, though this was watered down 
before being approved by the parliament in October 2023.145 Spain recently made its windfall profits tax on energy and banks 
indefinite, imposing a 1.2% levy on energy corporations’ domestic sales and a 4.8% levy on bank income made from interest 
and commissions.146 Portugal introduced a tax on extraordinary profits, consisting of a 33% rate charged to energy and food 
retailers, which registered a 20% increase compared to the average taxable profits recorded in the previous four years.147 

The Czech Republic decided to introduce a 60% tax for energy firms, banks and oil refineries from 2023 until the end of 2025.148 
Croatia has taken the extra step to introduce a windfall profits tax across all sectors at a rate of 33% for corporations with 
total income exceeding HRK 300 million ($110 million) and taxable profit that is at least 20% higher than the average taxable 
profit in the previous four years.149 

The UK also introduced an Energy Profits Levy (EPL) in response to the extraordinary profits of oil and gas corporations 
operating in the North Sea, initially at a rate of 25% and rising to 35%, on-top of the 30% corporation tax they pay, and a 
supplementary 10% rate on top of that. While it is an important development, it is also an instructive example of how such 
legislation can be poorly designed. The levy is highly flawed, with an unclear definition of windfall profits150 and corporations 
afforded an entirely contradictory 80% tax break for new fossil fuel investments when the levy was introduced, reduced to 
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29% at the end of 2022.151 For example, despite Shell making around USD$40 billion in 
profits globally in 2022, it paid only USD$134 million in taxes under the EPL last year 
(almost 300 times less than its profits).152 

There have also been calls to make taxes on windfall profits permanent. The 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) is open to the idea, calling for a permanent tax on 
windfall profits from fossil fuel extraction,153 and theorising a wider permanent tax on 
economic rent of corporations.154 

RECENT PROPOSALS IN AUSTRALIA 
While a flurry of windfall profits taxes were introduced across Europe in 2022 and 2023, 
this debate has been lacking in Australia. Despite this, there is precedent here for taxes 
on economic rents, albeit not explicitly on windfall gains. Australia technically has a 
tax on excess profits; the Petroleum Resource Rent Tax (PRRT), which was introduced 
in 1988 for oil extraction, but nowadays principally applies to offshore gas fields.155 As 
a ‘resource rent tax’ it places a 40% tax on rents related to the extraction of natural 
resources of petroleum, gas and condensate. In theory, it should have enabled the 
government to recoup some of the windfall gains made by gas corporations as a 
result of the Russian war on Ukraine.156 However, it is complicated in design, riddled 
with oversights and loopholes that allow corporations to understate the value of the 
gas they extract, and carry forward losses with generous uplift rates. The result is 
that corporations are able to greatly minimise their tax burden.157 In the end, the total 
amount of tax revenue collected by the PRRT is paltry, about $2 billion in 2021-2022 (for 
context, gas giant Santos made $3.1 billion in net profits in 2022 alone).158 While we must 
continue to push for reform of the PRRT through, for example, substantially reducing the 
offsets from capital investment and uplift rates, a new mechanism or mechanisms for 
taxing windfall profits is also an important pathway forward.159 

The coal royalty regime in Queensland, while not a windfall profits tax per se, is a 
useful model in Australia with regards to taxing crisis gains and revenue potential. 
Some of the biggest winners out of Russia’s war on Ukraine were Australian coal 
corporations, making some $4.1 billion in 2022 in crisis profits. Government added 
three new tiers to their existing coal royalty regime, acting as a ‘windfall tax’ on coal 
corporations and delivering revenue boons for the state. The introduction of the new 
tiers only came into effect when the price of coal was really high; for anything more 
than $175 a tonne, 20% is taken off the top, rising to 30% above $225 a tonne and 
40% if it costs more than $300 a tonne.160 For context, before the crisis took hold, the 
coal price had hovered just above and below $100 a tonne for years.161 By the 2022-
2023 Budget, the government noted that revenue from fossil fuel royalties increased 
to $10.5 billion as a result of these new tiers, with the extra income allowing the state 
government to direct resources where needed, earmarking $2.9 billion for hospitals 
and healthcare and handing out $550 to all Queensland households and $700 to 
vulnerable households as relief for high power prices caused by the surge in the cost 
of commodities like coal.162

GROWING MOMENTUM BEHIND A CRISIS PROFITS TAX 
IN AUSTRALIA 
A growing chorus of civil society organisations, think tanks, economists, unions,  
and political parties have raised the need for a windfall profits tax in Australia over recent 
decades. Among them, Ken Henry, former Secretary of the Department of the Treasury, who 
led the Henry Review of the tax system for the Rudd government in 2009, has advocated 
for the windfall profits of gas corporations to be taxed at 100%. Ken Henry says there 
was ‘no economic case’ why those windfall profits couldn’t be taxed at a rate of 100%, 
both ‘guaranteeing sufficient supply of gas for domestic users, both households and 
businesses’ and ‘generating very substantial revenue for the budget.’163 

68% OF 
AUSTRALIANS 
SUPPORT A TAX ON 
CORPORATE CRISIS 
PROFITS.

YOUGOV POLLING,  
MARCH 2024
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Nobel prize-winning economist Joseph Stiglitz has also called a windfall profits tax a “no brainer” in Australia, as corporations 
made huge crisis profits. “It makes a great deal of sense at this current juncture – it’s not as if the energy corporations did 
anything to deserve it…It was [Vladimir] Putin who engaged in that reckless action. Why should the energy corporations be 
rewarded?” Stiglitz says. The tax would discourage corporations from exercising “monopoly power” and induce them not to 
increase prices, he argued, and prevent largely foreign-owned resource corporations from extracting money from Australia.164 

Polling suggests that Australians are on board with the idea. The Australia Institute’s Climate of the Nation survey for 2023 found 
that two-thirds of Australians support a windfall profits tax on the oil and gas industry (66% support, 18% oppose).165 Oxfam’s 
own polling, conducted by YouGov in March 2024, showed that 68% of Australians support a tax on corporate crisis profits.
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A CRISIS PROFITS TAX FOR AUSTRALIA

There is a growing consensus on the need to tackle crisis profits and the potential of crisis profits 
taxes to disincentivise profiteering when the next crisis emerges. Windfall profits taxes are a staple 
of the modern tax and policy environment around the world. In light of evidence that Australian 
corporations are making crisis profits similar to those overseas, there is no reason that windfall profit 
taxes should not be introduced here. Implementing a crisis profits tax in Australia over the 2021-2023 
period would generate significant revenues.

Based on our analysis, if the government decided to tax windfall profits made by the top 500 Australian corporations at a rate of  
50 to 90%, they would have potentially generated between $35 billion and $62.9 billion in 2022 and $14.2 billion and $25.5 billion in 
2023 (Figure 8). This totals between $49.1 billion to $88.4 billion, depending on the tax rate applied, over the two-year period.  
This crisis profits tax would be levied on top of the company tax rate, specifically targeting the windfall profit. We must acknowledge 
that there may be a potential tax revenue loss on this figure stemming from reduced dividends paid and capital gains realised, which 
are beyond the scope for Oxfam to calculate. However, this still represents a considerable return to the Budget.

Figure 8: Potential crisis profit tax revenues ($ billions)

If a similar tax was applied just on the crisis profits of the biggest winner out of the crisis — the iron-ore mining sector — tax 
revenues in 2022 would have ranged between $17 and $31 billion. As a portion of the sector’s almost $80 billion in net profits, 
after existing taxes, made in the same year, that would represent a significant but warranted revenue return to the Budget.  
With the crisis profits tax on coal, oil and gas, another sector that struck it big after Russia’s war on Ukraine, the government 
would generate $3.3 billion to $5.9 billion in revenue depending on the tax rate applied to their crisis profits. These funds could 
have gone towards communities on the frontline of the climate impacts caused by this polluting industry.

Oxfam argues that the revenue raised from a crisis profit tax must be used directly on managing the impacts of such crises on 
people living in poverty and on low incomes, as well as responding to the increased demand on essential services, such as 
healthcare. This would help ensure the new tax directly acts to reduce inequality, not only by reducing the unearned profits for 
those at the top of the income scale, but also by reducing poverty. If we look at the potential $88.4 billion revenue a 90% crisis 
profits tax would have raised between 2021-2023, we can see this would have significantly helped cover some of the major 
spending responses associated with the recent twin crises (Figure 9):

• $47.9 billion in increased healthcare spending between 2019-2020 to 2021-2022166 

• The $20 billion coronavirus supplement, which increased income support payments above the poverty line for three million people167 
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• $3 billion the Federal Government provides in partnership with the states and territories for the energy bill relief fund, 
through rebates to concession households168 

• $89 billion JobKeeper program, which kept people employed while businesses closed169 (although, this cost is unreliable 
as a future estimate because it was overpaid by billions to ineligible companies170 and repaid to some extent).

Figure 9: Comparison between potential crisis tax revenues and public spending
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At a time when 700 million people are living in extreme poverty across the world and Australia’s aid budget is at a historic 
low of 0.19% Gross National Income,171 a crisis profits tax would also enable us to increase our aid budget of $4.8 billion 
several fold, even if temporarily, to respond to the spike in need associated with these global crises. In particular, Australia’s 
humanitarian emergency fund could be increased to meet the need for aid and humanitarian relief in regions particularly hard 
hit, like Sudan, and to meet the growing global shortfall in humanitarian funding.172 While the government did increase aid 
temporarily during COVID-19, including for at least 52 million COVID-19 vaccinations for partner countries in the Indo-Pacific 
and the UN COVAX facility,173 aid levels from 2021-2022 have sunk below pre-pandemic levels and continue to stagnate, falling 
far short of the need.174 
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CONSIDERATIONS
It is important to note that a crisis profits tax should not be seen as a replacement for wider tax reform or as a 
predictable and sustainable source of revenue. Windfall or crisis profits stop when the conditions that enable 
the gains go away, and as such, a tax on those crisis profits is temporary, cannot be applied in a linear manner 
and require specificity and criteria to determine when windfalls happen and for how long.175 To address the 
long-term issues of inequality and low tax rates in Australia, a crisis profits tax must be part of a package of  
tax reforms.

It is also worth highlighting that a crisis profits tax could be susceptible to ‘tax planning’ measures from firms 
to minimise paying tax on their crisis profits. This has been noted by the EU in considering their Solidarity 
Contribution proposal, highlighting the potential use of deductions in tax accounts, splitting up activities, 
or profit shifting to reduce a corporation’s tax liability.176 In the first instance, a crisis profits tax would be 
more effective as part of a broader package of reforms to make the tax system fairer. These reforms include 
the closure of existing tax loopholes, cracking down on tax avoidance and taxing wealth and income derived 
from wealth more effectively.177 Australia has certainly made progress in this area in recent years, with a 
number of pieces of legislation drafted or introduced into parliament, most notably the Public Country-by-
Country Reporting of tax information,178 which will increase revenue and profit transparency and is expected to 
reduce profit shifting to tax havens. The proposed 15% minimum global and domestic corporate tax rate draft 
legislation, coming off the back of OECD and G20 global agreements on tax avoidance (Pillar Two of the OECD/
G20 Two-Pillar Solution), may also be of some benefit in terms of reducing the impact of tax planning.179 

Further, there have been some proposals to include anti-avoidance measures with respect to in windfall or 
excess profits taxes in particular. In one example, Professor Reuven Avi-Yonah suggested calculating the tax 
by using ‘book income’ and not taxable income, and calculating windfall profits using the profits made before 
tax, which cuts off the opportunity for corporations to reduce their taxable income through deductions and 
accounting. He also suggests other anti-avoidance measures to stop companies using splits and acquisitions 
of loss-making companies, and shift profits to offshore subsidiaries to reduce their tax liability on paper.180 
Whatever the final proposal for the crisis profits tax is, the consideration and inclusion of anti-avoidance 
measures must be a high priority in its design and implementation. 

The extent to which corporations can pass the cost of paying the tax on to consumers must also be considered. 
This is not a straightforward relationship. A firm’s ability to pass on costs through price increases depends on 
the regulatory environment, the structure of supply chains and relationships between producers and retailers181 
and how ‘elastic’ the demand is for the company’s product or service. For example, a firm may hesitate to pass 
along the tax in the form of higher prices if it knows it will reduce demand for their product or service, or hurt 
their reputation or perception as a socially responsible entity.182 In any case, governments have the power to 
intervene when price increases are excessive, either through direct regulation or by influencing the prices 
companies may charge.183 To mitigate against this, safeguards must be placed in legislation to guarantee that 
the cost of the tax is not passed onto consumers, with sanctions laid out for non-compliance. An example of 
this is built into the design of Italy’s windfall profit tax on banks, who are prohibited from shifting their windfall 
tax liabilities to their clients.184 Here in Australia, Victoria’s windfall gain tax on the value of gains made by 
landowners as a result of certain rezoning decisions has prohibitions on vendors passing on their windfall tax 
liability to purchasers under a contract of sale of land or option agreement.185 Measures to increase market 
competition are also important, enabling consumers to choose between different firms when buying goods 
and services. In addition, this tax option can be combined with price caps and targeted financial assistance to 
ensure that low-income households do not lose out. 

Evidently, implementing a crisis profits tax comes with its challenges, comes with its challenges and would 
need to include anti-avoidance measures. However, in light of recent crisis profiteering, widening inequality, 
and growing corporate power, we must tax crisis profits to make clear that such profiteering is unacceptable 
and send market signals to limit price gouging. We must also spend the money raised from the tax on 
addressing the impacts of the crisis, particularly on people living in poverty and on low incomes to ensure it 
reduces inequality.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Making billions during and off-the-back of overlapping crises is corporate profiteering. It may be legal, 
but it is certainly not fair. Not only does it result in massive, unearned gains for monopolistic corporates 
and their shareholders, but it puts additional pressures on everyday Australian households already 
doing it tough, forcing them to stomach higher prices for necessities under the cover of ‘inflation’ while 
contributing to inflation itself through sky-high profits. 

Cracking down on corporate market concentration is a critically important response to the price gouging seen over recent years, 
but it’s not the only response we should be pursuing. Crisis profits taxes are also a very important instrument to discourage such 
profiteering and ensure the community benefits when unexpected circumstances, usually crises, lead to spikes in profit. While 
Australian corporations are awash with crisis dollars on-top of already soaring revenue and profit figures, we continue to be told that 
measures that bolster welfare and address inequality are ‘unrealistic’ and cost too much money. It is clear that a crisis profits tax is 
not only feasible but necessary in an era of overlapping mega crises, to support responses to these crises. It is a step that can be 
taken immediately and form part of a wider, structural program of reforms to the tax and transfer system. 

A crisis profits tax is only one reform of the tax system that would benefit people significantly. Crisis profits taxes do not address the 
sustained high profits we see in the mining sector and banking sector, for which Australians are not receiving an adequate return, 
particularly in relation to the exploitation of their natural resources. The Petroleum Resource Rent Tax on offshore gas companies is 
an example of a desperately needed tax that must be fixed to ensure it delivers strong returns to the community. But we shouldn’t 
stop there. There is significant evidence of excess profits in many parts of the mining industry and this cannot be allowed to 
continue to benefit the wealthiest people in Australia and around the world at the expense of so many people living in need.

We must also reflect on the rapid implementation of windfall profits taxes across the EU in response to crises, while Australia 
didn’t even have a public discourse about it. This likely reflects the way tax has been weaponised in Australian public debate over 
recent decades, which has led to many political parties, civil society groups and public commenters shying away from suggesting 
tax reform. If we are to address growing inequality in our country and the structural problems in the tax and transfer system that 
contribute to it, we must overcome this current impasse. We must reflect on the implications of being a low taxing country that is 
failing to keep up with the needs of Australians and with our responsibilities to the world and choose to act.

COVID-19, the Russian war on Ukraine and the subsequent cost-of-living crisis has supercharged the inequality that has been 
mounting over recent decades. It has shone a spotlight on the growth of corporate profits and billionaire wealth. It has also created 
the opportunity for us to solve it. We must harness this moment to have an honest conversation about mounting corporate profits 
and the huge benefit that taxing these corporations, and indeed their billionaire beneficiaries, can have on reducing inequality and 
ensuring a better, safer and more equal future for all. 

RECOMMENDATIONS:
• The Australian Government sets up a public consultation on solutions to excessive corporate profits, 

including crisis windfall profit tax and excess (super) profit tax options for all sectors and for specific 
sectors, with recommendations for tax reform.

• The Australian Government uses money raised from crisis and super profit taxes to address the growing 
inequality in Australia and in our region by:

• permanently increasing income support payments to at least $80 per day, bringing them above the 
poverty line

• addressing the impacts of crises on essential services, such as public health services or public housing 
services, and supporting households

• increasing international aid and humanitarian relief to help reduce the impacts of the crises on people 
living in extreme poverty and ensure they have access to life-saving measures, such as vaccines, food, 
housing and energy.
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